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Quantization of Two-Dimensional Gravity with
Dynamical Torsion
P. M. Lavrov, P. Yu. Moshin
Tomsk State Pedagogical University, Tomsk 634041, Russia
We consider two-dimensional gravity with dynamical torsion in the BV and BLT for-
malisms of gauge theories quantization as well as in the background eld method.
1. Introduction
Two-dimensional theories of gravity1−9 and superagrvity10−12 are interesting mainly due to their
close relation to string and superstring theory. On the other hand, simple two-dimensional
models provide a deeper insight into classical and quantum properties of gravity in higher
dimensions. It should also be noted that in a number of cases such models are exactly solvable
at the classical level.
One of the models of two-dimensional gravity which has been extensively discussed recently
(at both the classical 13−16 and quantum17−20 levels) is the model7 originally proposed in the
context of bosonic string theory with dynamical torsion21 in order to address certain diculties
of string theory. Thus, the study of Ref. 21 showed (using the path integral approach) that
there is no critical dimension for the string with dynamical torsion. Note also that the model7
presents the most general theory of two-dimensional R2-gravity with independent dynamical
torsion that leads to second-order equations of motion for the zweibein and Lorentz connection.
The equations of motion of the model have been analyzed in Refs. 7, 13, 14 (in conformal7;13
and light-cone14 gauges) where their complete integrability was demonstrated.
At the same time, the model7 contains solutions with constant curvature and zero tor-
sion, thus incorporating a number of other two-dimensional gravity models1;2;9 (whose actions,
however, do not admit, as compared to that of Ref. 7, of purely geometric interpretation).
The Hamiltonian structure of gauge symmetries of the model7 has been studied in Ref. 16
and its canonical quantization, in Refs. 17, 18.
Our interest in the theory of two-dimensional gravity with dynamical torsion7 is due to
the recent paper20 whose authors made an attempt at quantizing a model (with auxiliary
elds) they suggested, which is classically equivalent to that of Ref. 7. To quantize this theory
(in its formulation with the algebra of gauge transformations open of-shell) the authors20 use
a modication of the Faddeev{Popov rules; however, in our opinion, they failed to give a
consistent procedure for constructing the quantum action. Notice that the classical equivalence
of two theories generally does not imply their equivalence at the quantum level (see, for example,
Ref. [22]). In this connection, the present paper deals with the treatment of the original model7
in dierent versions of Lagrangian quantization, namely in the BV23 and BLT24 quantization
schemes for general gauge theories as well as in the background eld method (for details see,
for example, Ref. 25).
We use De Witt’s condensed notations26 in general formulas of Refs. 23, 24. The Grassmann
parity and ghost number of a certain quantity A are denoted "(A), gh(A) respectively.
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For indices of quantities transforming by the Lorentz group, we use Latin characters: i,
j, k : : : (i = 0; 1); "ij is a constant antisymmetric second-rank pseudo-tensor subject to the
normalization condition "01 = 1. Greek characters stand for indices of quantities transforming
as (pseudo-)tensors under the general coordinates transformations: , ,  : : : ( = 0; 1); given
this  = − (01 = 1). Derivatives with respect to elds are understood as the right-hand,
and those with respect to sources and antields, as the left-hand ones.
2. Two-dimensional Gravity with Dynamical Torsion
The theory7 of two-dimensional gravity with dynamical torsion is described in terms of the












iT i − γ

; (1)
where , , γ are constant parameters. In Eq. (1), the Latin indices are lowered with the help





 . Besides, the following notations are used:
e = detei;
R





ij!ej − ($ ):
The action (1) is invariant under the local Lorentz transformations ei ! e
0i


















or innitesimally (with the parameter )
ei = "
ijej; ! = −@; (3)



































Added together, the gauge transformations (3), (5) form a closed algebra
[(1); (2)] = 0;
[(1); (2)] = (1;2); (6)







































and is equivalent20 to the action ~S = ~S(ei; !; ’; ’i)
~S(ei; !; ’; ’i) =
Z
d2x f(’F + ’iT
i)− e(’2 + ’i’
i + γ)g (7)
















= F − 2e’;
 ~S
’i
= T i − 2e’i:
The action (7) is invariant under the complex of the local Lorentz transformations (2) of the

















) = ’i(x): (9)

















which form a closed algebra of the form (6).
Notice that the action (7) is also invariant under the innitesimal transformations (with the
parameters , i)
ei = "
ijej  + @
i + "ij!j + 2"kl’
iek
l;




j  − "ij(’2 + ’k’k + γ)j;
(11)
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whose algebra is open on the extremals of ~S (7)
[(1); (2)] = 0;
[ ; ] = 0 ;



















0i = −"ij  j;









The transformations (11) correspond to a set of generators which is equivalent to that of Eq. (10)
and coincide, for the choice of the parameters  =  − !, i = ei



















Notice that the result of Lagrangian quantization generally depends on the way the initial
gauge theory is chosen from the class of equivalent theories and, in particular, on the choice
of generators of gauge transformations. Thus, the study of Ref. 22 has demonstrated that a
theory with a unitary S-matrix for a certain choice of generators may prove non-unitary for
another choice. In this connection, we further concentrate on the original model (1), (3), (5),
(6).
3. Quantization of the Model
Let us consider the original model (1), (3), (5), (6) in the framework of the BV quantization
formalism23 for irreducible gauge theories. To this end, we rst introduce the complete con-
guration space A. It is constructed by extending the initial space of the elds (ei; !) with
the help of the Faddeev{Popov ghosts (C, C, C

, C) and the Lagrangian multipliers (b, b)
according to the number of the gauge parameters in Eqs. (3), (5) (for  ,  respectively). The
Grassmann parity and ghost numbers of the elds A
A = (ei; !; b; b




"(ei) = "(!) = "(b) = "(b
) = 0;
"(C) = "(C) = "(C

) = "(C) = 1;




) = −1; gh(C) = gh(C) = 1:
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with the following distribution of the Grassmann parity and ghost number:
"(A) = "(
A) + 1; gh(A) = −1− gh(
A):
As is well-known, the generating functional Z(J) of Green’s functions for the elds A can
be represented, within the BV quantization, in the form of the following functional integral:
Z(J) =
Z















In Eq. (12), JA are the sources to the elds 
A
"(JA) = "(
A); gh(JA) = −gh(
A);
A are auxiliary elds
"(A) = "(A); gh(
A) = −gh(A);










with the boundary condition
Sj=h=0 = S; (14)
where S is the initial classical action.
The solution of the generating equation (13) satisfying the boundary condition (14) for the
model (1), (3), (5), (6) can be represented as a functional S = S(; ) linear in the antields
(we assume a regularization of dimensional type)

































; X2 = C
@C












where  (+;−) is the metric of the two-dimensional Minkowski space.
By virtue of Eqs. (15), (16), integrating over the variables A, A in Eq. (12) yields the















































Consider now the model (1), (3), (5), (6) in the Lagrangian version of the BLT quantization24
of gauge theories. Notice that the Faddeev{Popov ghosts are then combined into the Sp(2)-
doublets (a = 1; 2)
Ca = (C;C); Ca = (C

; C);



















; b; b; Ca; Ca)
with
"(Aa) = "(
A) + 1; gh(Aa) = (−1)
a − gh(A);
"(A) = "(
A); gh(A) = −gh(
A):
The generating functional Z(J) of Green’s functions within the Lagrangian version of the BLT




























In Eq. (18), "ab is an antisymmetric tensor ("12 = −1); Aa, A are auxiliary elds
"(Aa) = "A + 1; gh(
Aa) = −(−1)a + gh(A);
"(A) = "A; gh(
A) = gh(A);
F = F () is the gauge xing boson functional, and S = S(; ; ) is a boson functional












with the boundary condition
Sj==h=0 = S: (20)
The solution of the generating equations (19) with the boundary condition (20) for the
theory in question can be chosen as a functional linear in the antields Aa, A















































































































































Y a2 = −2X
a
2 ;
Y a2 = −2X
a
2 :
















Then, integrating in Eq. (18) over the variables A, Aa, A, 

Aa and taking Eq. (21) into






































































We nally consider the initial theory (1), (3), (5), (6) in the framework of the background
eld method (see, for example, Ref. 25). For this purpose, we rst assign to the initial elds
the set (A;Q) of the background A = (ei; !) and quantum Q = (q
i
; q) elds. Secondly, we
associate the initial gauge transformations (3), (5) with two kinds of transformations, namely











































Qq = −@ + (! + q)@ + (@! + @q) :
(24)
Clearly, the action S(A + Q) in Eq. (1) is invariant under both kinds of transformations (23),
(24).
Following the background eld method, we further introduce the analog Z(J;A) of the
generating functional of Green’s functions (its relation to the standard generating functional
has been established in Ref. 27)
Z(J;A) =
Z





S(A+Q) + SGF(A;Q) + SGH(A;Q;C;C) + JQ

; (25)
where J = (Ji ; J
) are the sources to the quantum elds Q = (qi; q). In Eq. (25), SGH =
SGH(A;Q) is a functional constructed with the help of the gauge xing functions ,  (re-
spectively for the parameters  , ) according to the requirement of invariance under the back-
ground transformations, i.e. BSGH = 0. Given this, the functional SGH = SGH(A;Q;C;C) is






where in the transformations Q we make the replacement (; 
)! (C;C).
Let us introduce the gauge-xing conditions  = (A;Q),  = (A;Q) linear in the
quantum elds Q = (qi; q)






where e, g are constructed from the background elds ei (g
g = 






e = detei), and the action of the covariant derivative r on an arbitrary (psedo-)tensor eld
T 1:::l1:::k
j1:::jn

































































g(@g + @g − @g):
Clearly, the covariant derivative r (28) satises the property
r(FG) = FrG+ (rF )G;









d2x e(p2 + q
); (29)


















































At the same time, the innitesimal form of the transformations (30) and (31) coincides with
the background transformations (23).
Notice that the (non-vanishing) quantum transformations (24) can be represented, with














 − "ij!(ej + qb)C
 ;
Qq = −rC + (! + q)rC
 + (r! +rq)C
 :




C + Cr[(r! +rq)C



















One readily establishes the fact that the quantum action S = S + SGF + SGH (1), (29), (32) is
invariant under the complex of the background transformations (23) and the transformations
of the ghost elds
C = (@C)














From Eqs. (23), (33) it follows immediately that the functional Z(J;A) (25) is invariant under
the complex of the initial gauge transformations (3), (5) of the background elds A = (ei; !)
and the transformations of the sources J = (Ji ; J
)
Ji = "ijJ









As a consequence of the invariance of Z(J;A)  expf i
h
W (J;A)g under (3), (5), (34) we
have the invariance of the functional Γ = Γ(Q;A), Q = (qi; q)
Γ(Q;A) = W (J;A)− JQ; Q =
W
J
; J = −
Γ
Q













By virtue of Eq. (35), the eective action Γ(A) dened in the background eld method by the
rule
Γ(A) = Γ(Q;A)jQ=0;
is invariant under the initial gauge transformations (3), (5) of the background elds A =
(ei; !).
4. Conclusion
In this paper we have considered the model7 of two-dimensional gravity with dynamical torsion
(1), (3), (5) and performed its quantization using dierent Lagrangian methods. Thus, for
the model in question we have obtained the generating functionals of Green’s functions (17),
(22) within the BV23 and BLT24 quantization formalisms for general gauge theories as well as
the analog (25), (29), (32) of the generating functional of Green’s functions applied for the
construction of the gauge-invariant eective action in the background eld method (see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 25). Notice that, as far as the classically equivalent20 model (7), (11) with auxiliary
elds is concerned, not only may it prove to be non-equivalent to (1), (3), (5) at the quantum
level, but also its quantization should pose a considerable problem involving the solution of the
generating equations for an open algebra of gauge transformations, as required (in contrast to
the study of Ref. [20]) by the consistent quantization procedure.23;24
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